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- Novel Semiconductors wj_th Tunable properties
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rn l-hic h:her we discuss electrical and optical properties and possible electrical, optical

and electrooptical device applications of a new type of artificial superlattice which consists

of ultrathin n- and p-doped layers, possibly separated by intrinsic layers of the same semiconduc-
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compared with the well-known compositional superlaLti""=3'4 (alAs-Gaas, e.9. ) these doping

superlattices exhibit novel properties which result from a very efflcient spatj-al separation bet-

ween electrons and holes due to the periodic space-charge potential of the impurities (,,indirect

gap in real space") (see nig- 1). ttris separation implies two unique properties of n-i-p-i crv-

stals:1 ) The recombination lifetimes of charge carriers may be increased by many orders of mag-

nitude over those of bulk material. consequently, large deviations of the electron and hole con-

centration from thermal equilibrium are metastable under weak excitation conditions. Z) The space-

charge-i-nduced superlattice potential j-tself is strongly affected by a variation of the electron

and hole concentration, e-g- by photoexcitation or carrier injection. The effective enerrrr-z oan nf

a n-i-p-i crystal, as well as the carrier concentration are thus no longer fixed materials para-

Firr- 1 - Schcmal-ic raal qnana ono' ry . JurrEulo Lr - - -.,-.L gy
di"gr"- of a compensated nipi crystal.
a) ground state.

* = ionized donors in the b-layers
- = ionized acceptors in the p-

layers.
The concentration of mobile el_ectrons
and holes is zero. The numbersro,I,2..
label the electron and hole subbands.

The bulk energy Sap E: is reduced to
-effro , Y

oo by the periodic space charqe
potential of amplitude V . The shaded
area indicates the tunne?ing barrier
for recombination between electrons
and holes in the fowest conduction and
the uppermost valence subband, respec-
tively.

b) exci-ted stat.e-
A non-equilibrium situatj_on with dif-
ferent quasi-Fermi levels for elec-
trons (0_ ) and holes (0 ) is quasi_'n 'p'
stable due to weak recombination. In-
creasing electron and hole concentra-
tion n and p in the doping layers re-
duces the space charge and, therefore,
the amplitude Vr., of the periodic po-
tential. Thus, the effective energy

n.n 
";tt't 

i= tuned by variation of
the carrier concentration.
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meters but tunable quantities. The tunability and the relation between band gap and carrier con-

centration opens a wide field of possible device applications of this new class of semi-conductors.

Reoenrlrr. Ga[s doping superlattices have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy with Si as do-

nors and Be as acceptors.S *onn the experiments which have been performed in order to investigate

the theoretically predicted pecularities the bipolar-conductivity,6 photoconductivity,Tabso.ptiorr,S

photo-g'10 u.rrd electroluminescenc.tl *"u"rr.rements are of particular interest for applications.

These experiments have confirmed that the conductivity by electrons and holes may be tuned

from zero to high values with negligible leakage currents either via injection by selective elec-

o 
otoexcitation.T'8 Th" photoconductivity experiments have also demonstrated that thetrodes- or by ph

absorpti-on coefficient for photon energies below the band gap of the unmodulated semiconductor is

tunab1e over a wide range.B Finally, our study of the photo- and electro- Iumj-nescence has confir-

med that the luminiscence spectrum can be shifted in both cases within a range or more than 3OOmeV

below the optical gap of unmod.ulated GaAs, depending on excj-tation intensi-ty or injection current

q_11
respectrvely.

The properties just mentioned provide the basis

tecti-on, modulation and generation of electrical and

tive photodetectors, high efficiency solar cells and

emission.
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